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66 Solid Waste Management in Accra 

Ass stated in Chapter 4, integrated solid waste management practices entail a coher-
entt system for waste generation, gathering, storage, collection, transportation, recy-
cling,, energy recovery, treatment and disposal. Waste includes domestic refuse, 
commerciall  and institutional waste, street sweepings and construction debris. This 
chapterr investigates the so-called institutional arrangements in the collection of 
householdd solid waste and their contribution to urban environmental management. 
Solidd waste collection is organised in various ways, each having its own strengths 
andd weaknesses. Policies on solid waste collection should spell out clearly (and in 
noo ambiguous terms) the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders in waste and 
sanitationn management, including the local authority, the private sector and the 
communities.. It is precisely in this vein that this study carried out a survey to gen-
eratee empirical data on the stakeholders' involvement in and perceptions of waste 
collectionn in Accra. 

Inn this chapter we examine the qualitative and quantitative aspects of solid waste 
collectionn practices in Accra: its major problems and the suitability of the institu-
tionall  arrangements for addressing these problems. We first address the geographi-
call  dimension of solid waste collection problems, making it clear why there are 
spatiall  differences in the urban waste collection problem. After dealing briefly with 
thee dilemma of lack of data and the need for sound planning, we will deal with the 
differentt components of the solid waste cycle in Accra. Next, we lay particular em-
phasiss on the significance of the reform policies of decentralisation and privatisa-
tionn for the solid waste collection activities under public and private arrangements 
andd on the causes and consequences of the recent changes and developments in the 
solidd waste collection. In the last part of this chapter we focus on the actors taking 
partt in Accra's solid waste collection, waste recycling and composting, on how 
theyy organise their activities and on what is the relative and absolute importance of 
thesee activities. The discussion draws from literature and empirical data (secondary 
andd primary) obtained from the Accra survey carried out from 1999 to 200056. 

Forr further details of the methodology and data used, including the template applied in the analy-
siss of sustainability, see Obirih-Opareh N. (2000), Institutional arrangements and stakeholders 
perspectivess for solid waste collection in Accra. A Report presented to the Netherlands Israel De-
velopmentt Research Programme (NIRP). 
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6.11 Dimensions of the solid waste collection problem 

Theree is a clear relation between the waste management practices and the cleanli-
nesss in the various residential areas of Accra. Though a greater part of the city is 
fairlyy clean, particularly the rich and some middle-income areas, some parts of the 
poor-incomee areas and market places are filthy, littered with plastics bags and gut-
terss often blocked by all manner of waste due to poor waste practices. In general, 
solidd waste collection in Accra has bedevilled not only the city authorities, but also 
servicee consumers and providers alike. The problems in this particular domain of 
solidd waste management are overwhelming and deserve swift action. But how did 
thiss grave situation occur? And why has the household solid waste collection prob-
lemm surfaced with such an intensity and diversity? Many factors act in concert to 
reinforcee and perpetuate the problems. 

Firstly,, the volume of waste generation is huge compared to the available capacity 
forr its collection. Given that the per capita solid waste generation in Accra is 0.51 
kg/day577 (AMA , 1992; Ghana Vision 2020, 1996) then in 2000, when the popula-
tionn was over 1.65 million people (GSS, 2000), with the unofficial figure being 
aboutt 3 million inhabitants (AMA , 1999), Accra produced between 841.5 and 
1,5300 tonnes of solid waste daily respectively58 (see Section 6.1.1 about the di-
lemmaa of estimated daily solid waste generation in Accra for planning). Moreover, 
thee total maximum solid waste collection capacity (by both the public and private 
sectors)) is only 60% of the volume waste generated59 (WRI, 2000: 278; AMA , 
1992).. According to the AMA , as at 2000 the remaining 40% is collected either 
irregularlyy or not at all. Although these figures are, at most, crude estimates, it is 
veryy obvious that collection performance, at least until recently, is far from ade-
quate.. This results in periodic formation of mountains of uncollected garbage par-
ticularlyy in the poor and middle-income areas. These heaps are potential sources of 
epidemicss and other communicable diseases to residents. As the Ghana Vision 
20200 document60 (1996) noted, tonnes of domestic refuse spills into open fields, 
streams,, creeks or sewage systems in the metropolitan area each day. Large quanti-

Theree has not been any comprehensive empirical study on the per capita waste generation in Ac-
cra.. Therefore all such per capita waste generation figures are estimates. 
Thee wide discrepancy and disparity between the official and unofficial population figures and 
theirr effect on waste generation is itself an obstacle for proper planning (including logistics) for 
wastee management. 
Duringg the inauguration of the City and Country Waste Limited into the waste collection system 
onn 7 July 1997, the then Minister for Local Government said the involvement of CCW in waste 
collectionn would increase the total collection capacity of both public and private contractors from 
7000 to 1,200 tonnes a day (Ghana Daily Graphic (7 July 1999). 

Visionn 2020 is the policy document of the government of Ghana (under the Rawlings administra-
tion)) on its vision for Ghana's development from 1996 to 2020. 
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tiess of household organic matter generated in Accra flow straight into the river ba-
sinss and water bodies creating serious public health problems (Ghana Vision 2020; 
1996).. According to the Ministry of Health of Ghana, the causes of most illness in 
thesee areas are attributed to poor sanitation and inadequate environmental aware-
ness.. If sanitation could be improved, sanitary-related illness would be reduced 
significantly.. Ghana's health statistics show that many of the illness could be pre-
ventedd through proper sanitation. 

Secondly,, a major factor affecting efficient and effective solid waste collection in 
thee metropolis is the attitude of residents towards waste in general. This factor is 
discussedd in more detail in the next chapter. 

Thirdly,, most houses in the deprived areas are inaccessible by road. This means 
thatt it is difficult to remove garbage from those areas, at least by way of the stan-
dardd motorised vehicles. Usually, the inaccessible areas are serviced by the central 
communall  container (collective container collection) system, but considering the 
effortt people have to put into bringing their garbage to the reception points and the 
substantiall  average distance to the container sites, many people are inclined to opt 
outt from the official system. Although people would like to have more facilities, 
theyy simultaneously object to the containers being located near their houses. Exist-
ingg sites are neither properly cleaned nor maintained and containers are often col-
lectedd untimely, thus resulting in spillage, horrifying stench and flies. 

Fourthly,, enforcement procedures for offenders of byelaws for waste and sanitation 
aree weak. 

Fifthly,, the waste management sector faces an acute financial shortage due to in-
adequatee funding and poor cost-recovery capabilities. Lack of transparency and 
accountabilityy in revenue collection and disbursal6' affect the success of the opera-
tion.. The collective container collection-system, which is about 70% of total waste 
collectionn in the metropolis, is free of charge to consumers, putting a severe finan-
ciall  burden on the local authority. 

Thee absence of efficient land-use and building permit policies and the fact that they 
cannott be effectively enforced and implemented is a sixth factor which hinders ef-

Investigationn by the AMA to find out why the pay-as-you-dump (PAYD) method failed revealed 
thatt some revenue collectors at the collective container collection dumping sites charged more 
thann the approved rates and kept the difference without the knowledge of the AMA, whilst some 
off  the residents also refused to pay the fee. This limits the capacity of the AMA to provide quality 
servicess on a sustained basis, let alone to increase coverage. 
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fïcientt waste collection in the metropolis. The lack of an effective land-use policy 
andd ineffective enforcement of building permits ensure continuous haphazard hous-
ingg development, thereby reinforcing and perpetuating the waste collection prob-
lems.. A lack of decent housing, congestion of and overcrowding also generate filth. 

Thee seventh factor refers to the high rate of population growth of and migration to 
thee city which puts severe pressure on existing infrastructure for waste collection. 
Thee rapid population growth rate in Accra is estimated to be in excess of 4.1 % per 
annum,, which is several times higher than the national average of 2.3% (GSS, 
2000)) is responsible for at least an equivalent increase in volume of waste genera-
tion.. In addition to the population growth, the nature of the waste itself is also 
changingg because of development-related changes in consumption patterns (Doan, 
1997:: 28). For instance, consumers in Accra have begun to make extensive use of 
bothh polythene bags and other plastic packaging, which create a whole new cate-
goryy of waste and its associated disposal problem. 

Thee eighth factor refers to the low regard for waste collection workers and high 
labourr turnover. Labourers engaged in waste collection services are not interested 
inn the work, which they consider filthy and a 'temporary' means of survival whilst 
theyy search for a 'better job' elsewhere. As a result, besides the fact that workers 
doo not do their best in this sector, the industry has to contend with a rapid turnover 
off  staff. This severely affects efficient delivery of service in waste collection. 

Finally,, there is the problem of the shortcomings of the waste collection vehicles. 
Thee type of equipment used for waste collection can have a significant effect on the 
effectivenesss and efficiency of solid waste collection. The types of equipment used 
byy some waste service providers also create other environmental problems such as 
litteringg from open trucks, which do not use nets as required by the AMA byelaw, 
too cover the waste during transit to the disposal sites. 

6.1.16.1.1 The dilemma of estimated daily solid waste generation in Accra for 
planning planning 

AA major problem facing the city authorities in their planning is the dilemma of es-
timatedd daily waste generation. During the inauguration in July 1999 of the City 
andd Country Waste Ltd (CCW) into the waste management scene in Accra, the 
thenn Minister for Local Government, Mr Kwamena Ahwoi said the presence of 
CCWW would help increase the volume of waste collection from the current 700 
tonness to 1,200 tonnes, constituting 80% of the waste generated in the city. Assum-
ingg these are the real official figures, then the total waste generation in Accra is 
aboutt 15,000 tonnes (i.e. 100/80 x 1,200 tonnes = 1,500 tonnes). This is the clearest 
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indicationn yet of the quantity of solid waste generation per day in Accra given by 
thee Ministry of Local Government, the Accra Metropolitan Assembly (AMA) and 
thee Waste Management Department (WMD) as at July 1999. But how did the au-
thoritiess arrive at this figure of 1,500 tonnes of waste generation per day for Accra? 
Itt seems the authorities based their calculations on a population of 3 million and the 
WMD'ss estimate, made in 1992, of the waste generated per capita waste of 0.51 kg 
forr Accra. This would produce the sum 3,000,000 x 0.51 kg = 1530 tonnes. In De-
cemberr 2000, the CCW claims it was collecting 1,150 tonnes of waste a day in Ac-
cra.. This is almost the 80% the Minister of Local Government promised during the 
inaugurationn of CCW that the involvement of the new company would lead to. As-
sumingg this claim was verified by the local authority as correct, then the total waste 
generationn is in the region of between 1,200 tonnes and 1,500 tonnes a day, consid-
eringg the fact that CCW and its accredited private local contractors were unable to 
collectt all the waste from all parts of the city. 

However,, the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS), in its 2000 national population cen-
sus,, put the population of Accra at 1.65 million. This is almost about half of the 
populationn figure used by the Minister of Local Government, the AMA and WMD 
inn 1999. The World Resources Institute also put the per capita waste collection in 
Accraa at 0.41 kg (WRI, 2000: 278. This figure, however, seems a littl e bit low for a 
cityy in tropical Africa. The WMD (1992) per capita waste generation figure of 
0.51kgg seems more credible. The WRI (2000: 278) figure of 0.41 kg per capita 
givess 676.5 tonnes and 1,230 tonnes for a population of 1.65 million and 3 million 
respectively,, whilst the WMD's figure of 0.51 kg per capita gives 841.5 tonnes and 
1,5300 tonnes for a population of 1.65 million and 3 million respectively. The dis-
paritiess between these figures (i.e. 676.5 tonnes, 841.5 tonnes, 1,230 tonnes and 
1,5300 tonnes) for one city in a single year are just too great for any meaningful 
comparisonss and planning. For example, the second, third, and fourth figures for 
volumess of waste generation per day are 24%, 82%, and 126%, respectively, more 
thann the first one. It is confusing which one to use for analysis and planning. Simi-
larr frustrations forced Dr Kwesi Nduom, the new Minister of Economic Planning 
andd Regional Co-operation, to warn directors and staff of the Ghana Statistical 
Servicee (GSS) that the government would not tolerate any laxity on their part. He 
notedd that the reason why Vision 2020, the previous government's blueprint for 
socio-economicc development, had become a dormant development agenda was be-
causee the GSS and its collaborators failed to provide the necessary good quality 
andd timely statistics to ensure its effective implementation, monitoring and evalua-
tion.. "Unfortunately that which allowed that condition to exist is still present. My 
ministryy will not tolerate such laxity from the GSS", he said. Dr Nduom further 
lamented:: "...There was no network that could be used to share information. There 
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wass no database containing information on critical indicators of performance at the 
nationall  or local level." Dr Nduom said this situation leaves much to be desired. He 
notedd that good quality, adequate, relevant, reliable and timely statistical data are 
importantt to national development planning, saying, "... good statistical data is the 
linkk between good planning and good results" (Ghana Daily Graphic, 19 November 
2001).. This reinforces the frustrations people have over statistical data and over 
populationn figures released by the GSS. 

6.22 The solid waste cycle 

Thee conceptual framework underlying the 'solid waste cycle' presupposes a sort of 
circlee in which waste in one way or the other flows, i.e. a sort of circular flow 
throughh recycling or regeneration of the waste as a resource. Waste is used as a raw 
materiall  to produce other products through reuse, recycling and composting, through 
whichh waste might be used again and perhaps again in a continuous fashion. This 
processs creates a circular chain reaction, with identifiable stages and actors. This 
circularr flow is not a very accurate description of the situation at least in Ghana, 
wheree just a very small part of the waste re-enters the circle resources for reuse, 
recyclingg and composting. Though the percentage of waste that is regenerated, re-
used,, recycled or composted is unknown or not properly documented, it is notice-
ablee that a greater part is disposed of either through open burning at disposal sites. 
Somee writers prefer to call the term "waste stream" instead of waste circle. Others 
referr to it as the "waste hierarchy". In this study, we prefer to look at who does 
whatt in solid waste management, i.e. at who are the actors involved from primary 
collectionn and storage to final disposal. The next sections provide brief discussions 
onn these identifiable steps in the circle and the main activities and actors involved. 

Theree are quite a number of activities in solid waste management besides the col-
lectionn and transportation to disposal sites. For instance, the reuse and recycling 
industryy is a source of employment for many people. People go round earning a 
livingg by collecting iron and aluminium scraps, used bottles and other glasses from 
dumpsitess and homes. There is no clear-cut government policy on recycling or 
compostingg waste, at least perhaps not until recently. Most of the activities in the 
recyclingg sector emerge spontaneously and are performed by the informal sector. 
Onee would have expected that the government would provide some sort of help to 
thiss sector. Most of the indigenous small-scale industries, particularly in the alu-
miniumm sector, need small grants and loans to improve their industries. In the fol-
lowingg sections we wil l discuss the various economic and income-generating ac-
tivitiess in solid waste management, paying attention to: 

Collectionn and transportation 
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Recyclablee items/materials such as crushing glasses and manufacturing other 
productss from them and composting. 
Reusee of materials {e.g. glasses and bottles that can be cleaned and reused). 
Wastee disposal of non-recyclable items/materials. 

Platee 6.1 Young girls participation in solid waste collection 

Platee 6.1. These kids are returning from a waste dumpsite after discharging their waste. They nor-
mallyy carry the waste on their head in all manner of primary storage facilities as depicted in 
thiss picture. This is a common sight in many poor- and some middle-income areas where 
youngg girls play active role in solid waste management. 

6.2.16.2.1 Collection and transportation 

Collectionn can be divided into two parts - primary and secondary collection. Pri-
maryy collection involves the sweeping of waste by individual residents or house-
holdss and its brief storage in their homes or other premises. In most traditional 
Ghanaiann households, and particularly in poor and middle-income households, 
womenn carry out the daily morning sweeping of the house, the compound and its 
immediatee surroundings, whilst the young boys normally sweep the living rooms. 
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Thee young girls carry the waste gathered to the containers sites in the case of a col-
lectivee container collection-system (see Plate 6.1). 

Inn fact in Ghana, this is the routine work every morning for a woman in any tradi-
tionall  poor and middle-income household. In these households, children are not 
onlyy exposed to the waste that might leak from broken baskets and wooden boxes 
inn the process of carrying them to container sites and get contaminated with the 
filt hh at the dumpsite, they also litter the road. This contrasts sharply with the situa-
tionn in a rich-income household, where houseboys and maidservants exclusively 
handlee the household waste, making it available to waste collectors in a container 
inn front of the house. Moreover, only grown-ups, not children, handle waste man-
agementt in the rich-income households. The secondary collection involves sending 
thee waste into containers for carriage by waste service providers who transport the 
wastee to disposal sites. In towns and urban centres, only institutions, organisations, 
servicee providers and approved agents of the local authority can send waste to dis-
posall  sites. Normally this involves the use of means of transport such as vehicles 
(trucks,, power-tiller, etc.), wheelbarrows and donkey-carts. 

Throughoutt this study, however, we wil l normally refer to collection as secondary 
collection.. Collection starts when waste leaves the house (and starts becoming a 
'publicc matter'). Our major concern is how these processes are managed to prevent 
publicc health hazards and environmental degradation, and how they contribute to 
sustainablee development. Collection of waste from primary collection and trans-
portingg it to disposal sites is dealt with in more detail in Section 6.4 where we ad-
dresss institutional arrangements (modes of collection, etc.) (see Furedy, 1997). 

6.2.26.2.2 Recycling of waste (recyclable items/materials) 

Thee term recycling is commonly applied to the processing of waste materials into 
neww products that may or may not resemble the original material. Household waste 
iss a source of raw material for recycling. In fact, most of the waste produced in Ac-
craa is recyclable. However, the waste is often not separated at the source. Like in 
mostt cities in developing countries, recyclable materials are recovered from mixed 
wastee in Accra. As the municipalities are finding it more and more difficult to ac-
quiree land to dispose of their waste, recycling to reduce the volume of waste for 
finalfinal disposal is becoming an interesting issue not only for academicians and re-
searchers,, but also for the government (policy makers), the local authority and the 
generall  public. In fact, recent events have forced it into the political arena and ap-
propriatee laws to deal with this problem have to be enacted at the spatial level. Ne-
cessity,, it is said, is the mother of invention. The scarcity of, and difficulties in, 
acquiringg new lands for waste disposal would perhaps force all the major actors to 
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startt thinking of evolving sustainable measures for waste management in general 
andd in adopting waste minimisation measures (such as recycling) to reduce the vol-
umee of waste sent for final disposal (see Furedy, 1997). 

Duringg the fleldwork, we also went round to see the types of recycling factories 
thatt exist in the city. What struck us most was the level of sophistication of prod-
uctss that come from some of the indigenous cottage industries. We identified four 
mainn sectors in the recycling industry in the Accra metropolitan area. These are 
aluminiumm scraps, iron scraps, paper waste, and plastics. Below are brief discus-
sionss of these important, but often neglected activities in terms of their economic 
impactt on employment and income. 

a)) Aluminium scrap 
Thee aluminium sector is dominated by small indigenous industries normally run by 
onee or two people and often located in the premises of their houses. It is amazing 
thee type of products that come out of these small indigenous cottage industries. 
Usingg earth wares, the artisans melt the aluminium scraps and mould them into all 
kindss of products, particularly domestic cooking utensils. This process is real recy-
cling.. Unfortunately, the size and volume of production from these cottage indus-
triess is very small. Recycling of aluminium scrap is a vigorous micro business in 
Accraa as well as in many other Ghanaian cities and urban centres. However, this is 
carriedd out by indigenous industries, normally in the houses, with serious and po-
tentiallyy alarming environmental and public health consequences. 

b)) Iron scrap 
Recyclingg in the iron scrap industry is the opposite of what happens in the alumin-
iumm sector. This sector is dominated by heavy industries such as the Tema Steel-
workss and Wahome both located at Tema - the twin city of Accra. Tema steel-
workss produces all kinds of steel including iron rod, sheets, etc. Medium and heavy 
industriess in this sector operate similarly to elsewhere in both developed and de-
velopingg world though with a lower level of technology. These industries, besides 
usingg imported raw materials for their businesses, also use iron scraps as a cheap 
sourcee of raw materials. Iron scraps abound in old car and dumps. There are also 
manyy indigenous artisans such as blacksmiths, welders and mechanics using iron 
scrapss to mould various types of implements such as cutlasses and spare parts for 
vehicles.. The artisans, e.g. blacksmiths operate at various levels - from one-man to 
aboutt 10-men indigenous industry. Welders are one group of artisans, who make 
extensivee use of iron scraps, particularly from old vehicles and iron sheets. In 
Ghana,, the Suame 'Magazine' in Kumasi is famous among artisans using old 
scrapss to produce many kinds of implements and spare parts. They even produce 
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assemblingg materials for building vehicles, bodies with the exception of engines. In 
Accra,, there are artisans (i.e. car mechanics, fitters, blacksmiths and welders) at 
"Kokompe""  (at the Darkuman Junction) and Abbossey Okai who use iron scraps 
thatt abound in these areas. There are also small and micro-scale welders' work-
shopss which build all types of implements and spare parts for machines, including 
vehicles.. Some even build vehicles bodies. The establishment of the Intermediate 
Technologyy Transfer Units (ITTUs) in some regional capitals and urban centres in 
thee country by the government has benefited some artisans in this sector. These IT-
TUss train artisans and help them to participate in the recycling industry. Many small-
scalee recycling industries have been established or enhanced following training re-
ceivedd from ITTUs. However, the activities of the indigenous artisans using iron 
scrapss could be characterised as the reuse of iron scraps rather than recycling in the 
reall  sense of the word. At best it could be described as semi-recycling, since some 
formm of transformation take place, which is different from the original product. 

c)) Waste paper 
Wastee paper recycling is now on the increase. It seems it is easier to recycle waste 
paperr than perhaps other items such as iron and aluminium scraps. However, only 
specialisedd industries can do it, perhaps because of the investment or technology 
needed.. Small indigenous industries are not found in this sector. Printing houses 
aree a major source of waste paper for recycling. Factories such as the Super Paper 
Productss Company Limited (SPPC) located in Tema produce toilet rolls and sheets 
forr writing paper, exercise books for the printing and publishing sectors. It is not 
veryy clear whether there is any recovery of paper from households or mixed waste, 
sincee the households do not make conscious efforts to separate waste from the 
source.. 'Pure' materials are valuable. These recycling factories prefer waste paper 
thatt has come from printing firms, etc. However, the recycling industries face seri-
ouss competition from other users of waste paper such as market women, street sell-
erss who use the paper to wrap wares, food, etc. instead of plastics or polythene 
bags.. Others use waste paper, particularly newspapers, as toilet paper. 

d)) Plastic waste 
Plasticc bags have come to replace paper in shopping activities and plastic is used 
considerablyy in the day-to-day activities of every household. However, their dis-
posall  is causing serious environmental problems. Littering of plastic bags, particu-
larlyy in lorry parks, markets, poor residential areas and along the streets is a serious 
problemm in Accra. The German government, through the German Technical Co-
operationn (GTZ) has, in one way or the other, been supporting waste management 
inn Accra. Apart from providing technical assistance (grants, vehicles, etc.) it has 
alsoo helped to establish a recycling factory called City Waste Management Limited 
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(CWM62)) in 2000 at Afoman near Pokuasi in the Ga District. It also helped CWM 
too provide kiosks at various points in Accra to collect plastic waste from the public. 
Cityy and Waste Co. pays 0400 per kilogram for plastic waste brought to the kiosks. 
Thiss waste is sent to the factory at Pokuasi for cleaning and treatment from which 
thee factory makes products such as polythene bags. One of the reasons for estab-
lishingg the recycling factory was to make use of the cheap source of raw materials, 
i.e.. mop up the plastic bags littering the city of Accra and provide a clean environ-
ment.. Other reasons included providing a source of employment to the people in 
orderr to improve their income. 

e)) Composting 
Inn 1979, the government set up a large compost plant at Teshie-Nungua in Accra to 
processs part of the large volume of domestic waste into manure for agriculture. 
Sincee it started operation in 1980, this compost plant has not operated at more than 
10%% of its capacity (see Table 6.1), despite the abundance of organic waste in the 
city.. According to Etuah-Jackson et al. (2001) it can, in theory, produce about 20t 
h"1,, which is approximately 38,000 tonnes annually. For reasons such as lack of 
electricityy and water and technical problems, it has worked only occasionally and 
hass gradually become a near total disposal site. 

Tablee 6.1 Compost production of the Teshie-Nungua Plant 1994-1997 

Year r 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

Productionn in tonnes 

495 5 
3506 6 

1605 5 

915 5 

Source:Source: AMA/WMD and Etuah-Jacks on et al, 2001 

Managerss of the plant also attribute the problem of low operating capacity to the 
costt of transporting the waste to the plant, which is sited far away from where most 
off  the organic waste in the city is generated.63 Large quantities of waste are gener-
atedd in Accra every day, particularly in the large market. According to the AMA, 
thee total daily generation of organic waste from these markets has been estimated 
too be about 175 metric tonnes. Another constraining factor referred to was the con-
taminationn of waste. Respondents to a survey carried out by the author in 2000, 

Noo relation to City and Country Waste Ltd. (CCW). 

Againn as a result of poor land-use and building permit policies, estate developers have now en-
croachedd upon the area, to the extent that estates surround the compost. The odour from the plant 
causess considerable inconvenience to the residents in the area. 
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assertt that it would be better if smaller compost plants are sited at other vantage 
pointss to process waste from those areas and to reduce the huge transportation cost. 
Alsoo respondents said education on waste separation at the source should be inten-
sifiedd to reduce contamination (see Chapter 7). Since the waste is mainly organic, it 
iss better to separate the organic waste at the source into their various components. 
AA study by the WMD/AM A in 1992 indicates that, prior to the 1990s, the organic 
wastee component was about 65%. However, the organic content has dropped to 
aboutt 45% since then, thanks to increased use of paper and plastics. 

Inn Accra, in addition to the large plant at Teshie Numgua (operated by the WMD of 
AMA )) and a second smaller plant at the timbre market in the Ashiedu Keteke sub-
metropolitann assembly of AMA , some individuals have started to collect and pro-
ducee compost waste from unofficial dumping places. Some sell it to horticulturists 
(Etuah-Jacksonn et al, 2001). Waste in Accra is composted on a very small scale in 
comparisonn with, for example, Issia, Cöte d'I voire, where several pilot composting 
projectss have been established for peri-urban agriculture. Composting may have 
considerablee economic potentials in areas where urban agriculture is relatively 
commonn (Asomani-Boateng et al, 1996; Doan, 1997; Lewcock, 1995; Furedy, 
1989).. Some neighbourhood groups use organic waste for livestock. The use of 
organicc waste64, particularly animal droppings (cow dung and poultry droppings) in 
peri-urbann agriculture is also quite important among vegetable growers in and 
aroundd the city. Almost all vegetable growers in Accra use either cow dung, or 
droppingss from poultry farms, or both, in addition to artificial fertiliser. Reusing 
organicc solid waste as compost in urban agriculture is a challenge for urban plan-
nerss (Asomani-Boateng and Haight, 1999). Organic farming is more environmen-
tallyy friendly than the use of chemical fertiliser. However, agricultural produce 
fromm organic farming is a littl e costly. 

6.2.36.2.3 Reuse of materials 

Usedd glasses are cleaned and reused. Used bottles are patronised extensively. Bro-
kenn bottles are used to produce ornaments. This is particularly notable among the 
Gaa Dangbes. Wood waste, particularly sawdust from carpentry workshops and 
sawn-milll  industries, abounds in the city. Using sawdust to produce plywood and 
boardss for furniture, and bridgitte for firewood might regulate exploitation of the 
fastt depleting forest resources. However, sawdust is only reused on a very small 
scalee for reasons very difficult to decipher. It might be due to the abundance of 

Att the Korle Gonno liquid waste treatment plant in Accra, human waste is mixed with sawdust to 
producee manure for gardening and horticulture. This takes place on a small scale. The plant is vir-
tuallyy out of place. 
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wood,, at least for now, vis-a-vis the cost of turning sawdust into re-usable materi-
als.. The reuse of used oil and other petroleum products would reduce the volume of 
whatt would have flown freely to pollute river bodies, streams and lagoon. A large 
portionn of oil waste from car mechanics in Odawna, Abbossey Okai and other me-
chanicc workshops flows freely into the Odawna and other streams. If these used 
enginee oils were to be collected and reused, it would help to reduce the level of 
pollutionn from oil waste into river bodies. Tyres and tubes are used to produce cer-
tainn spare parts. The reuse of old tyres is widely practised by private commercial 
transports;; companies import large quantities of used tyres from Europe and else-
wheree for reuse. Others also use old tyres and tubes to produce native sandals for 
farmingg purposes. Another area of importance is the reuse of waste cloths, which is 
veryy prevalent among a large segment of the population, and cuts across social di-
vide.. Many households in poor and middle-income areas use food leftovers and 
peelss of to feed their domestic animals. Some even sell peels of plantain and cas-
savaa to their neighbours who might want them to feed their animals. 

6.2.46.2.4 Waste disposal of non-recyclable items/materials 

Locall  authorities or their appointed agents are expected to carry out waste disposal 
att dumpsites. By the beginning of 2001, there was an only one officially recognised 
wastee disposal site for the whole of Accra, at Mallam Gbawe; a suburb of Accra 
whichh falls under the Ga District Assembly. Accra does not have incinerators or 
landfilll  sites. It is yet to be assigned its first landfill site, which the local authority 
hass been trying to build at Kwabenya since the late 1990s. Data on how much 
wastee is reused, recycled and used for compost is not available. The disposal site is 
ann ordinary waste dump characterised by open burning of waste. AMA agents 
managee the disposal site. There was no waste disposal site within the boundaries of 
thee Accra Metropolitan Assembly. This is typical of the ecological footprints of 
citiess (see Rees, 2000). In recent years, however, waste disposal has become one of 
thee major problems for local authorities in the wake of rapid urbanisation in the 
countryy and scarcity of land for the present practices for waste disposal. This is 
alsoo partly due to the government's inability to come up with a sustainable solid 
wastee management policy to address the root causes of the problem. With urban 
populationss growing faster than the facilities meant to handle the waste generated, 
hillss and mountains of solid waste have become regular features of the urban land-
scapee these days. The recent garbage war between the AMA and residents near 
wastee dumping and landfill sites in Mallam, Gbawe and Kwabenya respectively, 
bothh of which are within the built-up area of Accra Metropolitan Area, but fall un-
derr the Ga District Assembly, symbolises the ineffective waste management policy 
off  the metropolitan authority 
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6.33 Policy interventions in solid waste collection in AMA in the recent past 

Thee turnover of government policy interventions in solid waste collection in Accra 
iss very high. On the one hand, it might perhaps signal the government's continuous 
searchh for better solutions in its attempt at reforming the institutional setting. On 
thee other hand, it might be an indication of unsustainable policies (i.e. a sort of trial 
andd error). In view of the enormity of problems, the AMA has tried many things to 
addresss them over the past 15-20 years, albeit with mixed and sometimes even 
counterproductivee results. Before analysing these interventions, it is important to 
notee that they all have to be seen against the background of a few more encompass-
ingg policy reforms that took place in Ghana, notably decentralisation and privatisa-
tion.. These reforms, discussed in the Chapter 5, provide the context for the analysis 
off  institutional arrangements in solid waste collection in the Accra metropolitan 
area.. In this section, we will first highlight the experiences of AMA with the pay-
as-you-dumpp (PAYD) system. Next, we will address some of the changes in solid 
wastee collection following the 1988 decentralisation policy. We finish by detailing 
somee recent changes and developments. 

6.3.16.3.1 The PA YD system 

Starvedd of funds, the AMA introduced the PA YD in 1985 to generate additional 
incomee for its waste collection operation. The central government had been the 
mainn financier of waste management in the metropolis. However, since the imple-
mentationn of the structural adjustment programme (SAP), drastic cuts in govern-
mentt finances in real terms meant financial difficulties for the local authority. Con-
sequently,, in Accra, the local authority asked residents using the collective con-
tainerr collection system to 'pay-as-they-dump' their waste into central communal 
containerss or at designated dumping sites. In no time, Accra became utterly filthy 
ass residents, in order to avoid payment for dumping fee, dumped waste indiscrimi-
natelyy into open spaces, gutters, drains and streams, thereby choking drainage, 
causingg floods and environmental health hazards. In 1991, the central government 
orderedd the city authority to abandon the PA YD policy. The PA YD policy had 
yieldedd the local authority some revenue, but at the expense of severe environ-
mentall  degradation, deterioration in sanitation and increased public hazards. Many 
changess have taken place since then. However, except in a few areas, solid waste 
collectionn is inadequate. 

6.3.26.3.2 Organisational changes in solid waste collection since 1988 
Ghana'ss adoption of decentralisation and privatisation policies has profoundly af-
fectedd the organisation and interventions in solid waste collection. Until 1984, the 
Medicall  Officer of Health and the Chief Mechanical Engineer's Department of the 
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Accraa City Council (the predecessor to AMA) were jointly responsible for the collec-
tionn and disposal of solid waste. In 1984, these two departments were separated into 
Metropolitann Environmental Health Department (EHD) and Waste Management De-
partmentt (WMD). The creation of the WMD and its role gained momentum since 
19888 as a result of the decentralisation policy and the district assembly concept. Since 
then,, solid waste collection in Accra has witnessed several changes. However, even 
thoughh the WMD is responsible for the collection and disposal of solid and liquid 
wastee in Accra, it has neither its own budget nor budgetary authority. The WMD is 
almostt entirely dependent on AMA that controls both the size of its budget and spend-
ingg and decides on the policies and priorities of action. Besides, the AMA awards con-
tractss for solid waste collection, but it is the central government which has the final 
sayy in the award of large contracts. 

Onee of the objectives of the 1988 decentralisation policy, based on the idea of em-
poweringg people through the District Assemblies, was to bring a lot of departments 
directlyy under District Assembly jurisdiction, thereby abandoning long vertical 
liness of command and control and enhancing their responsiveness to local needs. 
However,, the WMD has neither its own budget, nor budgetary authority. The 
AMAA controls the size and spending of its budget and decides on policies and 
coursess of action. A major drawback in solid waste collection in the metropolis is 
thee chronic shortage of finance due to inadequate funding and poor cost-recovery 
capabilities.. The poor experiences with the pay-as-you-dump (PAYD) policy had 
madee the introduction of user charges for the prevailing collective container collec-
tionn system politically controversial. In an attempt to improve the situation, the 
WMDD work was further decentralised in 1992 by transferring day-to-day opera-
tionss to the six sub-metropolitan assemblies. It gave the sub-metropolitan areas some 
resourcess (mainly personnel such as district cleansing officers) and logistics (such as 
vehicless and equipment) to carry out their new responsibilities. Laudable as this may 
sound,, this policy created more waste collection problems in the sub-metropolitan 
areass than before. The transfer of resources did not match the transfer of responsibil-
ity.. Neither did the sub-metropolitan authorities have rating powers for solid waste 
collection.. In the absence of adequate funding, the sub-metropolitan assemblies per-
formedd poorly. Besides, when a vehicle of a sub-metropolitan assembly broke down, 
refusee piled up in that area because it could not borrow from any of the other sub-
metropolitann assemblies, since each sub-metropolitan area used its vehicles and 
equipmentt solely for its area of jurisdiction and independent of others and each of 
themm suffered from serious backlogs. Previously, the WMD used its fleet of vehi-
cless and equipment as a pool from which it allocated them to the areas which 
neededd them. Even though on paper the AMA/WM D has decentralised solid waste 
collectionn to the sub-metropolitan assemblies, in practice the WMD is still in 
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charge.. The WMD had to intervene frequently by organising crash programmes in 
thee weekends to collect the piled-up waste. In fact, the decentralisation exercise 
withinn AMA has helped to complicate further an already highly complex and con-
fusingg division of tasks and responsibilities in solid waste collection. But was 
WMDD really in charge? Decentralising a poor or non-functioning institution only 
resultss in passing on the problems to a lower administrative level, and probably 
evenn worsening it as the least powerful actors - sub-metropolitan assemblies - re-
ceivee the least from central funding that trickles down through the system, each 
levell  reaping the maximum it can acquire. The sub-metropolitan assemblies func-
tionn as an outpost of the WMD. The WMD supervises its own workers in waste 
managementt through its cleansing officers at the various sub-metropolitan authori-
ties.. Cleansing officers monitor and evaluate both public and private service pro-
viderss involved in solid waste collection in their area of jurisdiction. The cleansing 
officerss are also answerable to their superiors at the WMD's head office. 

Currently,, scores of agencies and officials are expected to exercise some tasks in 
solidd waste collection, each having their own supervision, monitoring and evalua-
tionn tasks. In addition to the WMD and the sub-metropolitan assemblies, these in-
cludee the Environmental Health Department (EHD) of AMA, the sub-metropolitan 
assembly,, the assembly members, area councillors and unit committee6' members, 
thee EPA and the Ghana Standard Board. In 1992, the AMA reintroduced sanitary 
healthh inspectors at the EHD with powers to visit homes randomly to check sanita-
tionn and prosecute offenders of sanitary byelaws. Government organisations such 
ass the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Ghana Standard Board col-
laboratee with the AMA on environmental management. The EPA, as the govern-
mentt agency responsible for protecting the environment, is expected to provide 
guideliness and advice on waste management to the AMA. The Ghana Standard 
Boardd is expected to check the equipment used by service providers periodically to 
ensuree cleanliness. The sector ministry (i.e. Ministry of Local Government) has 
overalll  responsibility for AMA's activities. In essence, all arrangements for waste 
managementt are subject to a variety of agencies. In practice, it is a different story 
though.. All agencies are responsible in one way or the other, but most are not ac-
countable,, particularly in this era of decentralisation. In such a complicated system, 
nobodyy or no single actor feels ultimately responsible, and everyone can detract 
attentionn from themselves and point to the weakness of other actors as the prime 
cause,, leading to severe accountability problems. 

Nott all the areas have their Unit Committees installed because the inconclusive results of some of 
thee 1998 Unit Committee elections. In the absence of such grassroots structures, the supervision 
off  waste management in the communities is being hampered greatly. 
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Decentralisationn as an instrument is a wake-up call for residents to take greater re-
sponsibilityy as regards waste management in their area. The AMA uses the assem-
blymenn who are the elected representatives of the communities in the metropolitan 
assemblyy to monitor, evaluate and supervise waste management in their areas. Unit 
committeess compliment the functions of the assemblymen. However, the problem 
off  solid waste collection in Accra is not centralisation per se but lack of funding. In 
thee absence of sufficient funds for the local authorities to operate solid waste col-
lectionn services, the need for private sector participation in service delivery was 
reinforced. . 

Thee desire to move in the direction of private sector participation in solid waste 
managementt was already spelt out in various policy documents, including the in-
fluentiall  World Bank-sponsored Urban Environmental Sanitation Project (World 
Bank,, 1996). Remarkably, privatised services were already an established fact and 
ann accepted practice long before they became official policy. The assumed poten-
tiall  of the private sector was confirmed by the 1995 pilot programme put up by the 
AMAA with a few local contractors engaged to collect solid waste in certain areas 
underr franchise. The success of these trials has marked the start of WMD's privati-
sationn campaign that was supposed to bring 80% of collection operations under 
privatee sector responsibility by the year 2000. 

Thee AMA started the pilot programme in 199706 with a few private local contractors 
whoo had to collect solid waste in parts of Accra. After successful trials with the 
privatee waste contractors, the AMA introduced privatisation into waste collection 
inn 1997. The AMA retained the private contractors who participated in the testing 
phasee and gave them specific areas to operate in. Following the privatisation of 
solidd waste collection, many private service providers came onto the scene, but few 
remainedd as the 'ill-equipped' and non-performing ones were weeded out. By the 
endd of 1998, most parts of Accra were serviced through private contractors who 
jointlyy collected about 70% of the municipal waste and accounted for about 72% of 
thee overall performance. Despite the apparent successes achieved by the private 
locall  service providers, on 17 July 1999 there was a major policy change on solid 
wastee collection. 

Privatee contractors have been involved, albeit in an informal manner, in the waste collection busi-
nesss since time immemorial, perhaps as far back as waste collection by trucks became necessary in 
Accra.. However, 1997 marks the formal involvement of the private sector in waste collection fol-
lowingg the introduction of the privation policy, after the 1995/1996 pilot project of private sector 
participationn in waste collection in Accra. 
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6.3.36.3.3 Recent changes and developments 

Inn July 1999, a major central government intervention entirely changed the situa-
tionn of solid waste collection in Accra. A joint Canadian-Ghanaian private venture-
shipp - the City and Country Waste (CCW) - was granted a monopoly in solid 
wastee collection services in the capital. Under the contract agreement, the AMA 
procuredd solid waste disposal equipment at a total cost of US $ 10.3 million for 
CCWW on a five-year lease.67 The reason for the government to interfere in local 
governmentt affairs - as a directly contrast to the idea of decentralised government 
-- was its growing indignation at the failure of the AMA/WM D to deal adequately 
withh the mounting problem of solid waste collection despite modest improvements 
madee through its privatisation policy. With the help of a Canadian loan new 
equipmentt was bought - the familiar package deal that can be observed all over the 
developingg world - to replace the old and inadequate WMD stock. The AMA was 
orderedd to hand over all its collection trucks, equipment and workshops to CCW 
andd hence the WMD was effectively removed from the business of waste collec-
tion.. According to the then Minister of Local Government, "i t is anticipated that 
dailyy waste collection and disposal would rise considerably from the present level 
off  about 700 tonnes a day to about 1,200 tones a day" (Ghana Daily Graphic 17 
Julyy 1999). Although CCW was under no obligation to engage the infant local gar-
bagee collection industry, it sublets several areas to well-performing local contrac-
tors.688 However, in recent times, there have been marked improvements in the 
cleanlinesss of waste collection points in areas such as Nima, which used to be eye-
sores.. This is a result of the regular frequency of collection by CCW. In the house-
to-housee system, most of the residents are satisfied with the cleanliness of the ser-
vicee (see Chapter 7). The problem is mainly with the collective container collection 
system.. In most cases there is a correlation between the frequency of collection and 
cleanlinesss of the collection point. 

Thee government of Ghana, recognising the cities' near insurmountable waste man-
agementt problems, declared sanitation a national priority in 1999. It allowed the 

Accordingg to Mr. Kwamena Bartels (1999), the agreement was shrouded in so much secrecy that 
evenn members of parliament from the government party for Accra did not know what it entailed 
whenn the issue was put before the assembly for approval. Despite questions and a press confer-
encee by the opposition parties both the (NDC-controlled) parliament and the AMA were forced to 
swalloww the government's decision on the issue. 

Thiss sudden move interrupted the planning of our research project. The household questionnaires 
weree carried out before CCW entered the scene, while we planned to interview the local contrac-
torss a littl e later. The decision to grant CCW monopoly in solid waste collection took them en-
tirelyy by surprise and made them reluctant to cooperate (out of fear to loose their work). By mid 
20000 - when the situation had calmed down a little and most were still in business (although the 
anxietyy continued) - a new attempt was made and about a dozen interviews with contractors 
couldd be completed. 
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metropolitann assemblies of Accra, Kumasi and Shama-Ahanta East uniquely to 
applyy the District Assemblies Common Fund (DACF) - a fund that was created 
exclusivelyy for development - to improve sanitation and waste management 
(Ghanaa Daily Graphic, 1999). To help increase the funding capacity of the AMA 
onn behalf of solid waste collection, the government approved a new rating system 
forr solid waste collection user fees for all categories of residents in Accra in No-
vemberr 1999. In April 2000, the new rates for user fees for solid waste collection 
inn Accra were set at 040,000 for rich residential areas, 025,000 for middle class 
areass and 010,500 for poor areas. Very poor areas were to pay daily-rated fees yet 
too be determined. However, for political expediency, the central government de-
layedd the implementation of the new user fees til l after the December 2000 elec-
tion.. In July 2001, the new government cancelled the CCW contract agreement and 
calledd upon the private local contractors to provide the waste collection service. 
Suchh policy changes have profound effects, not only on the institutional arrange-
mentss for solid waste collection (see Section 6.4), but also on the sustainable de-
velopmentt of solid waste collection in Accra. 

6.44 Current institutional arrangements in solid waste collection 

Inn small rural settings, people sweep up around their dwellings and carry the waste 
too the refuse dump normally on the outskirts of the village. In urban settings, 
householdss clean their houses and gutters around the houses and leave the waste at 
designatedd points. They cannot send the waste to the final disposal sites, which 
mightt be far away on the outskirts of the city. Somebody else or an agency has to 
collectt this waste and bring it to the waste disposal sites. This requires organisation 
(institutionss and institutional arrangements). Institutions69 dealing with waste man-
agementt range from government agencies to the household themselves and include 
aa number of critical intermediaries working at various levels. Besides the house-
hold,, there are at least seven different kinds of institutions involved in waste man-
agementt in Accra. These are (i) the central government, (ii) the regional government, 
(iii )) the local government (district assembly, including sub-metros and unit commit-
tees),, (iv) traditional authorities, (v) private enterprises, (vi) non-governmental or-
ganisations,, and (vii) parastatal organisations. Some of these institutions were estab-
lishedd as a result of decentralisation and privatisation policies. Together they form a 
veryy complex and complicated institutional framework. This picture is further com-
plicatedd by the organisational structure of local government authorities. The AMA 
forr example, has six sub-metropolitan assemblies, which are further divided into 
areaa councils and unit committees. These local administrative units play varying 
roless in the design of the institutional arrangements for solid waste collection. 

Institutionss can loosely be described as the rules of the game (North, 1996: 3). 
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Tablee 6.2 Selected research localities for solid waste management in Accra 

Sub--
metropolitan n 
assembly y 

Locality y Socio--
economic c 
statuss of area 

Reasonn for  selection 

Okaikoi i 

Okaikoi i 

Ayawaso o 

Kpeshie e 

Ayawaso/ / 
Kpeshie e 

Ayawaso o 

Ayawaso o 

Osuu Clottey 

Achimota a 

Kaneshie e 

Nima a 

La a 

Airportt Res. 
Area// Can-
tonments s 
Dzorwulu/ / 
Romann Ridgs 
Abelenkpe e 

Adabraka a 

Low/middle e 

Middle e 

Low w 

MiddleAow w 

High h 

High h 

High h 

Middle e 

Centrall  communal container provided and run by AMA 
(WMD) ) 
Centrall  communal container provided and run by private 
contractorr e.g. Gee Waste 
Centrall  communal container provided by AMA but run 
byy private contractor 
Centrall  communal container provided by AMA but run 
byy community-based organisation (CBO) La Mansaa-
mooo Kpee) 
House-to-housee collection by AMA with high technol-
ogyy (compaction trucks) 

House-to-housee collection by private contractor with 
highh technology (compaction trucks) 
House-to-housee collection by private contractor using 
loww technology: open trucks, etc. 
Mixturee of house-to-house and central communal con-
tainerr collections. In some areas waste pickers collect 
wastee from houses and dump them into central commu-
nall  containers provided by AMA and run by private 
contractors. . 

Householdd solid waste collection in Accra is organised through various so-called 
institutionall  arrangements. An institutional arrangement in this study is defined as 
enduringg and potential (mutually beneficial) patterns of relationship between two 
orr more actors based on a written or verbal agreement and having a concrete, 
physicall  manifestation. In the case of solid waste collection the relationship finds 
concretee expression in things such as garbage bins, transfer stations, disposal sites, 
andd collection vehicles. Institutional arrangements may be either formal or infor-
mal,, e.g. those that are supported by the rule of law and those that are embedded in 
establishedd social practices. There are three identifiable groups of actors or stake-
holders711 in solid waste collection in Accra. These are service providers, consum-

Ourr investigation shows that in La, it is the AMA and not the CBO which collects solid waste in 
thee area, contrary to what the CBO and the residents led us to believe at the start of the research. 
Inn fact, this CBO is involved only in liquid waste management in La. This was confirmed by the 
WMDD of the AMA. However, as Etuah-Jackson et ah (2001) noted, some NGOs and CBOs oper-
atee waste collection service in specific communities predominantly via small tractors and push 
carts.. An example of a CBO involved in waste collection in Accra is the Ashiedu-Keteke Com-
munityy Participation Project (AKCPP) in Usher Town. 

Stakeholderss in this study often refer to solid waste service consumers; service providers and 
policyy makers on waste management in the Accra Metropolitan Area. 
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ers,, and the local authorities. The last group comprises politicians (including as-
semblyy members), administrators (decision-makers) and official (experts/technocrats 
whoo prepare and implement policies). It is important to note that in our perception, 
consumerss are also important actors within the arrangement, despite the fact that 
theyy are usually not contract partners. They actively participate in the arrangement 
byy offering their waste for collection and sometimes by paying for the service. 

Thee institutional arrangement that has materialised in a particular area depends on 
numerouss factors, including wealth, physical characteristics, the strength of com-
munityy organisation and the prevailing policy of local authorities. The present insti-
tutionall  arrangements are very much influenced by the decentralisation and privati-
sationn policies, though some of these arrangements were already in existence be-
foree these policies were introduced. An attempt was made to identify all the exist-
ingg institutional arrangements in solid waste collection in the metropolis. For that 
reasonn the situation in all localities was observed. Finally we selected eight re-
searchh localities, each representing a particular type of arrangement. Sometimes 
suchh an arrangement was very common and could be found at numerous locali-
ties;722 sometimes it concerned a unique arrangement that could only be identified at 
thatt particular place. Table 6.2 shows the areas, their socio-economic status and the 
reasonn for selecting them for our inquiry. 

Ass there is a correlation between the type of institutional arrangement and the 
socio-economicc status of the area, the latter is implicitly dealt with. Each research 
localityy is characterised by one dominant mode of solid waste disposal, one 
dominantt mode of solid waste collector, and one dominant socio-economic 
status.. Characteristics and constraints of an area shape the parameters for its in-
stitutionall  arrangements. The eight research areas for this study are Achimota, 

AA locality in this study refers to only the part of an area where the service of an identified institu-
tionall  arrangement was carried out. The status of a locality may not necessarily refer to the whole 
area/suburbb but only that part of the area under reference. In some cases however, the status of a 
localityy may be similar to the rest of that area e.g. Airport Residential Area, Roman Ridge, Dzor-
wulu,, Osu RE, Cantonment, Ridge, East Legon and Abelenkpe. In these areas, the status of any 
partt is representative of the others at least in terms of waste management practices. In much the 
samee way, any part of areas like Nima, Sukura, Zongo Lane, Town Council Line, is also repre-
sentativee of the whole area in terms of status and waste management practices. However, in 
placess like La and Achimota there are contrasting localities (rich, middle and poor neighbour-
hoods)) within the township. In La, there are areas such as Labone, which are comparable to any 
off  the rich neighbourhoods in Accra. The waste management practices are similar to their corre-
spondingg areas elsewhere in the metropolis. Geographical representativeness was not a major 
considerationn in the selection of the research localities. The aim of this study is not to describe the 
wastee situation in each of the sub-metropolitan areas as such, but to make a purposeful sample 
surveyy based on the eight institutional arrangements identified in order to trace significant differ-
encess between these arrangements. 
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Kaneshie,, Nima, La, Airport Residential Area/Cantonment, Dorwulu/Roman 
Ridge,, Abelenkpe and Adabraka. These localities can be grouped into three cate-
goriess in terms of socio-economic status and level of development namely rich, 
middle-income,, and poor73 areas. The rich and invariably developed areas are 
Airportt Residential Area/Cantonment, Dorwulu/Roman Ridge and Abelenkpe. 
Thee middle-income areas are Adabraka and Kaneshie, whilst the poorly devel-
opedd areas are Nima, La, and Achimota.74 

Thee survey of the institutional arrangements started with the assumption that 
theree were eight institutional arrangements for each of the eight selected research 
localities.. After having studied the results of the household survey it appeared 
thatt in fact only two independent variables really mattered: the mode of collec-
tionn (collective container versus house-to-house collection) and the type of pro-
viderr (public versus private), giving four distinctive arrangements. Of course, the 
typee of technology and the question of who provides the containers can make a 
differencee to the service providers and workers involved, but the number of in-
terviewss on the supply side only allows us to make a few qualitative remarks in 
thatt respect. For the sake of the current analysis we wil l confine ourselves largely 
too a discussion in terms of the four basic types of institutional arrangements. Al l 
off  these are officially recognised (formal) either because the service is entirely 
runn by the WMD or by its accredited contractors. However, occasionally there 
aree "informal" arrangements on top of the dominant type as for example in parts 
off  Adabraka where about 90% of the inhabitants pay waste pickers (otherwise 
calledd kaya boila in the local parlance) to carry their garbage to the container 
sites,, and in Achimota and Kaneshie where residents pay a small fee of £100 to a 
personn hired by the assemblyman to keep the site clean. Most of these informal 
arrangementss have ceased since the arrival of the CCW. 

6.55 Basic types and characteristics of solid waste collection 

Twoo broad modes of solid waste collection operate in Accra. These are house-to-
housee and the central communal container (collective container collection) sys-
tems.. Each of these modes of collection has both publicly and privately provided 

Thee categorisation of the areas into rich, middle and poor income areas do not mean that all the 
peoplee who stay in the poor areas are poor. Neither does it mean that there are no poor people liv-
ingg in the areas classified as middle-income areas. However, for the rich areas, it is possible that 
onlyy rich people stay there because of the high cost of accommodation. For practical purposes, the 
middle-incomee areas are often grouped together with the poor ones in terms of mode of waste 
disposall  (i.e. house-to-house and collective container collection). 

Thee classification of residential areas in Accra into income levels, status or level of development 
hass been carried out by the AMA, Land Valuation Board, the Town and Country Planning De-
partment,, the Ghana Statistical Service and other related government agencies. 
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institutionall  arrangements. Thus, the four dominant institutional arrangements for 
alll  the eight selected research localities are: (i) publicly provided house-to-house 
collection,, (ii) privately provided house-to-house collection, (iii ) publicly provided 
collectivee container collection, and (iv) privately provided collective container col-
lection.. The house-to-house system operates in rich and some middle income areas, 
whilstt the collective container collection system operates mainly in the poor areas 
andd the remaining middle-income areas of Accra. The entire metropolis under cov-
eragee is serviced by either publicly or privately provided house-to-house or collec-
tivee container collection. Figure 6.1 at Section 6.2.1 illustrates the prevailing mode 
off  collection in Accra. In terms of percentages, by mid 1999, the collective con-
tainerr collection and house-to-house collections form 70% and 30%, respectively, 
off  areas with waste collection coverage within the metropolis. Table 6.3 shows the 
majorr characteristics of both the house-to-house and collective container collection 
services.. We will elaborate on these characteristics below, paying attention to pri-
maryy storage, mode of waste disposal and collection, frequency of collection, tech-
nology,, coverage and financial arrangements. 

Tablee 6.3 Major characteristics of institutional arrangements 

Variables s 

Standardd collection frequency 

Institutiona ll  arrangement 

House-to-housee collection 
Weekly y 

Dominantt waste storage container Plastic bins 
Modee of transporting solid waste 

Modee of lifting waste 
bins/containers s 
Mainn areas of operation 
Characteristicss of area 

Userr fees 
Servicee provider paid by 
Privatee contractor pay dumping 
feess to AMA 

Multi-lif tt truck, open truck, three-
wheeledd tractor, pushcart, and 
wheell  barrow 
Multi-lif tt trucks (mechanically) 
andd manually 
Richh and middle income areas 
Goodd road-network, excellent 
accessibilityy to houses 
Yes s 
Servicee consumer 
Yes s 

Collectivee container  collection 
Daily y 
Metall  containers 
Skip-loader r 

Skip-loader r 

Poorr and middle income areas 
Poorr road network and often poor 
accessibilityy to houses 
No o 
Locall  authority (AMA) 
No o 

6.5.16.5.1 Primary storage 

Theree are two major modes of storage for household solid waste. The first category 
usess polythene bags, carton boxes and buckets. The second group uses officially 
approvedd plastic containers. The type of waste storage facility used in an area de-
pendss on the medium of its disposal. In most cases, the majority of consumers in 
areass with house-to-house system use approved plastic containers to store waste. 
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Thiss is perhaps due to the fact that service providers collect the waste once or twice 
aa week. In poor areas where the collective container collection system operates, 
residentss use all kinds of storage facilities, including polythene bags, carton boxes 
andd buckets, because storage is for a short period, often less than a day. Besides, 
mostt poor people do not like to spend much money on waste storage containers. 
Underr the collective container collection system, residents can, in a day, send their 
refusee to the central communal container as often as they wish. The central com-
munall  containers are to be emptied daily by the AMA or its accredited agents. The 
predominantt type of storage linked to the collective container collection system 
resultss in more littering and less hygiene. 

6.5.26.5.2 Mode of waste disposal and collection 

Inn all thee investigated areas, there is almost exclusive usage of the mode of disposal 
offeredd through the institutional arrangement. However, there is perhaps a reason 
too believe that people wil l not have disclosed possible unofficial dumping practices 
too the interviewers. The only exception is in Adabraka, where 90% of consumers 
indicatedd that in addition to the official system, they use waste pickers to collect 
wastee from their houses to central communal containers, even though they might 
alsoo use some other unofficial means to dispose of waste. Adabraka, located in the 
commerciall  hub of the city, is a modestly rich neighbourhood with some few mid-
dlee and poor income areas. It is the poor and some middle-income areas that pa-
tronisee the collective container collection system. Because of their relative wealth 
andd commercial activities, since almost every resident in Adabraka engages in one 
commerciall  activity or the other, they can afford to pay waste pickers if the official 
meanss fail to deliver. 

6.5.36.5.3 Frequency 

Thee frequency of collection for house-to-house and collective container collection 
systemss is once per week and once each day, respectively, irrespective of whether 
thee type of provider is public or private. The AMA supervises both operations. The 
frequencyfrequency of collection of once a week for the house-to-house system is very low 
forr a city in a tropical climatic zone. However, in a few areas such as Abekah La-
paz,, where there is a high occupancy ratio, and also at Teshie-Nungua Estates and 
Graderr House Estate, the frequency of collection is twice a week. The higher fre-
quencyy is reflected in the user fees residents have to pay. 

6.5.46.5.4 Technology 

Thee mode of waste collection determines its technology. In the house-to-house sys-
temm service providers use various types of technologies such as multi-lif t trucks, 
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openn trucks, three-wheeled tractors, power tillers, donkey-carts75, pushcarts and 
wheelbarrows.. The type of equipment used to collect waste in a house-to-house 
areaa could change, e.g. from an open truck to compaction truck or vice versa, if the 
providerr switches from one technology to another depending on what is available 
andd possible. However, there seems to be a high degree of stability as regards the 
modee of collection {i.e. house-to-house or collective container collection). The 
multi-lif tt truck can lif t and empty the waste container mechanically. In the other 
casess it is done manually. Since manually operated systems require more workers 
perr tonne than, for example, the multi-lif t system, the type of technology deter-
miness the demand for labour. The publicly provided house-to-house system usually 
hass better technology: compaction trucks, otherwise called multi-lif t trucks. The 
privatelyy provided house-to-house services use all manner of vehicles including 
powerr tillers and open trucks. However, the trucks of the better-endowed private 
contractorss such as Gee Waste and Daben Cleansing compare favourably with the 
publicc ones. On the other hand, containers for the collective container collection 
systemm are such that only skip-loaders can be used. There is a correlation between 
thee type of technology, the wealth of an area and the layout of an area. Map 6.2 
showss which type of technology is used in which part of the city. 

6.5.56.5.5 Coverage 

Accordingg to the AMA, the total coverage of waste collection in the metropolitan 
areaa is about 60-70%. The remaining 30-40% is collected either irregularly or not 
att all. According to the AMA, until mid 1990s, of the total collection coverage of 
60%% in the whole metropolis the WMD collected 80% of the solid waste, whilst 
privatee sector collected 20%. From 1997 onwards, the proportion of waste collec-
tionn by the public sector kept on decreasing to a ratio of about 60% and 40% for 
thee public and private sectors respectively by early 1998. Before 17 July 1999, 
AMAA provided about 234 central communal containers and installed them at vari-
ouss locations in Accra. Accredited private contractors of the AMA lif t 153 of the 
containers,, whilst the AMA (WMD) lifts the remaining 81 containers. Since 17 
Julyy 1999, AMA's WMD ceased collection of solid waste collection. These activi-
tiess were taken over by private service providers. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the 
breakdownn of the scope of operation of the private contractors in collective con-
tainerr collection system in the six sub-metropolitan areas. These exclude the addi-
tionall  containers Gee Waste Company provides for its collective container collec-
tionn operations. The private contractors provide more than half of the solid waste 
collectionn in the city. This means that the private contractors were providing more 
thann 70% of solid waste collection in the metropolis. The privatisation policy that 

Donkey-cartss are no longer in use. 
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tookk off in 1997 was designed to increase private sector participation in solid waste 
collectionn to about 80% by the year 2000 (see Figure 6.1). The National Environ-
mentall  Sanitation Policy (MLG&RD, 1999) requires local government authorities 
too provide at least 20% of waste collection services in their areas. This is to ensure 
thatt the WMD can, among others, assess and appreciate better the financial cost of 
servicee provisions. 

Tablee 6.4 Distribution of AMA's central communal containers as at June 1999 

Sub-metropolitan n 
assembly y 
Ayawaso o 
Ablekuma a 

Ashieduu Keteke 
Okaikoi i 
Kpeshie e 
Osuu Clottey & some 
partss of Accra 

Total l 

Location n 

Nima,, Maamobi, New Town 
Abboseyy Okai, Zongo Lane, Ayigbe 
Town,, Town Council, Mateheko, part 
off  Dansoman, Russia. Sukura. etc. 
Korlee Gonno, Mambrobi 
Jamess Town, Accra Central 
Abeka,, Achimota, Akweteman, 
La,, Teshie, 
Osuu Clottey & some parts of Accra 

Servicee provider 

ABC C 
Stanleyy Owusu 

Libertyy Waste Service 
Merskworld d 
Merskworld d 
Dabenn Clenson 
WMD D 

All l 

No.. of 
containers s 

31 1 
26 6 

29 9 
25 5 
12 2 
30 0 
81 1 

234 4 

Tablee 6.5 Areas with house-to-house services as at June 1999 

Sub-metropolitann assembly 

Ayawaso o 

Ablekuma a 
Ashieduu Keteke 
Okaikoi i 

Kpeshie e 
Osuu Clottey and i 
Accra a 

somee parts of 

Location n 

Abelenkpe,, Dzorwulu. Roman Ridge Airport 
Residentiall  Area, East Legon 
Dansoman n 
None e 
Tesano-Abeka,, Abeka Lapaz, Parts of Achimota, 
Northh Kaneshie, Apenkwa, Tesano, Abekah-
Lapazz and parts of North Kaneshie 
Cantonment,, Labone 
Osuu R.E. Part of Adabraka 

Servicee provider 

Geee Waste 

J.. Stanley Owusu 
None e 
Geee Waste Yafuru 
Wastee Enterprise 

WMD D 
WMD D 

6.5.66.5.6 Financial arrangements 

Inn both the house-to-house and collective container collection systems, each area 
(territory)) is awarded exclusively to a specific service provider. The AMA nor-
mallyy provides containers for the collective container collection system and the 
contractorr empties them. The local authority bears all the cost for the collective 
containerr collection operation. In both the house-to-house and collective container 
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collectionn arrangements the service provider is expected to collect and transport the 
wastee to designated disposal sites. In areas where the house-to-house system oper-
ates,, residents are obliged to register with the AMA's accredited service provider 
inn the area to whom they make their waste available. Consumers for both house-to-
housee and collective container collection systems provide their own primary waste 
storagee containers. Both public and private modes of house-to-house systems are 
subjectt to user fees whilst their collective container collection systems at the mo-
mentt do not. In the fixing of fees for both public and private modes of house-to-
housee arrangements, people are not given any choice, not even to take it or leave it. 
Thee AMA fixes the fees and subsequently obliges everyone (without exception) to 
payy through its byelaws. Residents in the area are not at liberty to opt out. Private 
wastee contractors are also obliged by the terms of the payment. 

Figuree 6.1 Projected shares of public and private providers in SWC in Accra 

a a 
c c 
— — 
ID D 

O H H 

80%%  i 

70% % 

60% % 

50% % 

40% % 

30% % 

20%--

10% % 

0%-' ' 

Untill  1997 
 1997-2000 
 2000 and beyond 

PubKcc Private 

Servicee provider 

Paymentt is the most important factor to the service provider, because it determines 
whetherr the service can be sustained. Under the franchised system, each household 
inn the house-to-house-system areas receiving once a week collection, pays between 
08,0000 and 010,000 per month per container (depending upon the size of approved 
wastee container) directly76 to the respective service providers (i.e. the WMD or the 

Whenn the house-to-house collection was operated on a franchised basis - e.g. at the time of this 
surveyy - consumers paid the user fees directly to the service provider for the area. Since March 
2000,, the AMA has collected the user fees for all areas operating the house-to-house system, irre-
spectivee of who provides the service. 
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privatee contractor). This is normally done at the end of each month unless other-
wisee determined by the service provider. Households without approved containers 
payy flat rates. Compound houses pay according to the number of containers they 
use.. Areas or households receiving house-to-house collection twice a week paid 
slightlyy more {i.e. 010,000-012,000), based on internal arrangements with the ser-
vicee provider, but this was on a very limited scale. The rate for the once a week 
house-to-housee collection was officially approved, whilst the twice a week rate was 
not.. The private waste contractor in turn pays fees to the AMA for dumping at des-
ignatedd dumping sites. The dumping fee depends on the type of vehicles and not on 
weightt of waste. In 1999, different categories of vehicles {i.e. pick-ups, tipper 
truckss and compaction trucks) attract different rates (Table 6.6). However, private 
firmss that the AMA has contracted in for the collective container collection system 
doo not pay any dumping fees. 

Tablee 6.6 Dumping fees per trip of waste at waste disposal site paid by private 
contrac-torss for house-to-house collection as at 1999 

Typee of vehicle 

Pickup p 

Truck k 
Compactionn truck 

Fees s 

00 5,000 
018,000 0 
040,000 0 

Sources:Sources: Waste Manage Department of the Accra Metropolitan Assembly 1998 

Bothh public and private service providers record the number of trips of waste they 
sendd to disposal sites. These forms are counter-signed by officers of the WMD sta-
tionedd at the dumping sites, as well as by the sub-metropolitan cleansing officer. 
Thiss person checks the performance of service providers who operate within his 
areaa of jurisdiction. Besides, the assemblyman in the area also has to check and 
certifyy (with his signature and remarks) that the contractor has performed his ser-
vicee as expected. In the collective container collection system, this certification is 
evenn more important, since such authentication is needed by the WMD to pay the 
contractorss for their services. 

Thee records of number of trips private waste contractors make to the dumping sites 
servee at least two important purposes. In the house-to-house system, they are the 
basiss for payment of dumping fee by the contractor to the AMA. In the collective 
containerr collection system, the AMA uses it to pay the private waste contractors. 
Thee AMA pays private contractors 045,000 (US$14)77 respectively to lif t 4.5 ton-

Byy mid 1999, the exchange rate was US$ 1 = 02400. In the beginning of the year 2000, and at 
exchangee rate of US$ 1 = 04000. By December 2000, it was 07.000,000. 
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ness of waste of the collective container collection system to disposal sites. Service 
providerss are required to have offices where residents can lodge their complaints 
onn services delivery, etc. 

6.66 Conclusions 

Wastee management, like other services such as water supply and sanitation, is of 
criticall  importance in human settlements. Poor solid waste collection practices se-
verelyy affect the quality of life of its inhabitants. Solid waste disposal becomes an 
increasingg problem for cities, where households have fewer possibilities for infor-
mall  recycling or disposal. At household level, waste is all material left over from 
consumption,, which may be recycled or may be disposed of off-site. At the public 
level,, waste is the material that leaves the household, which has to be disposed of 
eitherr formally or informally. There is very scant information and often-unreliable 
dataa about the quantity of waste produced and collected on a daily basis in Accra. 
Besidess discrepancies over the population figures, the AMA does not keep proper 
recordss on waste collection. This seriously affects plans to address the problem. 
Thiss does not, however, suggest that mere knowledge of the amount of waste gen-
eratedd could have solved the problem since other factors also play significant roles. 

Accra,, like many similar cities in sub-Saharan Africa, is still struggling with how 
too enforce simple byelaws or provide basic services normally called the "brown 
agenda",, which are taken for granted in developed countries. Various studies, in-
cludingg this one, show that institutional weakness, inadequate financing, poor cost-
recoveryy measures and lack of clearly defined roles for agencies in charge of solid 
wastee management seriously hamper solid waste collection. These, together with 
poorr waste management practices, poor coordination, regulatory, supervision, 
monitoringg and evaluation processes and enforcement capacities, and the behaviour 
off  bureaucrats in the face of few incentives, largely explain the inadequate per-
formancee of the solid waste collection systems in place in Accra to date. Address-
ingg these inadequacies requires the formulation and adoption of a consistent waste 
collectionn policy and the introduction of requisite systems tailored to the needs of 
differentt localities. This also calls for efficient and achievable institutional ar-
rangementss for collecting household solid waste. 
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